
   
Sales & Marketing Junior 

 

Disposables.bio  

Disposables.bio is part of The Earthware Group, a social enterprise with its head quarter in 

Amsterdam. All companies under The Earthware Group umbrella are providing biodegradable 

and natural disposables and packaging solutions as an alternative to plastic. 

Disposables.bio is an e-commerce platform targeting professional end-users, offering a wide 

assortment of biodegradable disposables. The USP of Disposables.bio is that we offer our own 

high quality, designed disposables and are therefore able to keep the prices down. In addition, 

Disposables.bio works in consignment with other European manufacturers to resell their 

biodegradable disposables.  

 

Job Description  

In the position of a sales and marketing junior you will be working on expanding the client base 

for the web shop. Influencing the sales strategy and come up with appropriate marketing actions 

supporting the strategy. You will work independently on finding new prospects within various 

areas of the Horeca industry. Simultaneously, maintain good relations with existing clients and 

accommodate their needs and wants.  

Who are you?  

- You are looking to make a difference  

- You are fed up with all the plastic (litter)  

- You have a passion for the Horeca industry and new food concepts 

- You enjoy social events 

- You believe in the product  

- You have an open and approachable personality  

- You strive to make tomorrow better and more efficient 

- You are able to create a bond with new acquaintances  

- You are a natural sales person, both selling yourself and the product you represent  

 

Responsibilities  

- Find new prospects  

- Correspond with prospects 

- Arrange sales meetings  

- Adjust sales strategy 

- Maintain existing clients   

- Work closely with the marketing team  

 

 



   
Required Skills & Experience  

- HBO diploma 

- Independently working  

- Solution driven and creative  

- 1-2 years working experience in a sales function  

- Advanced English language skills, both written and oral  

- Basic Dutch language skills  

- German or French language skills is a plus  

 

Contact information  

Tel.  020 2050703 

thomas.kascha@naturaltableware.com 

disposables.bio - naturaltableware.com 
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